Praise for L e a d e r s h i p S p i r i t
Tony Johnson, MBA, PMP, PgMP – CEO & Founder, Crosswind Project
Management Inc.
“Leadership Spirit is an invigorating book that allows you to jump in and
see examples and perspectives that can be immediately applied to our
professional and personal life. The direct application to project and
program management can be a great help to those that are challenged
in growing their project and program management skills.”
Tamara B. Burris, PMP, BB – EPMO Organizational Effectiveness
Manager, Xerox Corporation
“Steve Wilson has provided a holistic approach to exploring the
attributes of good leadership as it relates to program and project
management that is both innovative and captivating. Steve leaves the
reader contemplating the ‘leadership spirit’ in all of us!”
Kieran Wright, PMP, Certified Hypnotist – EMEA Business
Development, PgO Lead, Strategic Governance Lead, Risk Champion,
EDS an HP Company
“In an entirely fresh take on the genre, Steve imparts his nuggets of
wisdom with the honesty and candor of an old friend. Some of the
situations Steve describes will resonate so deeply that you'll find yourself
responding by laughing out loud, cringing, or just plain marveling at the
insight he shows.”
Tony Pottle – CEO & Founder, Time to Be Great Consulting, LLC
“Steve’s vast project management experience and wisdom comes across
loud and clear! The Biblical principles in Leadership Spirit and the
practical application examples give me great confidence anyone will
succeed using this book.”
Andrew Lacy, PMP – Senior Project Manager
“Leadership SPIRIT provided me with guidance on leadership based on
real world experience that is applicable both at work and home.
Leadership SPIRIT was very enjoyable to read and provided excellent
advice.”
Jon Stephens – Spiritual Formation Pastor, Crosswinds Wesleyan
Church
“Leadership SPIRIT is one of the most holistic books on leadership I have
ever read. I would enthusiastically recommend it to my peers in all
positions of leadership.”

